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administrative deeds of Father Palmeiro. Furthermore, reading this
book will help to recognise the depth and extent of the global
communication network that the Society of Jesus had established
by the early seventeenth century.
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This volume emphasizes the significance of the Eurasian landmass
to world history. It employs a dialogic approach to the subject,
with Ooi Kee Beng skillfully engaging Wang Gungwu in a series of
interviews “on the historical forces that formed the world we
know” (p. viii). Wang, the preeminent historian of Asia, brings his
thoughtful views and expertise to bear on global developments
over the longue durée. The end product is a highly readable and
engaging work of world history.
For centuries, Wang argues, the Eurasian core stood as the
civilizational and power center, interacting peacefully and violently
with the states and societies residing along its edges. Through
trade and economic exchanges, migration and settlement, and war
and the threat of conquest, the mobile and powerful nomads of the
Eurasian heartland helped shape the socioeconomic lives of
societies settled along the edges of the Eurasian core: East Asia,
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South Asia, and Europe. Their forays also influenced state
formation in those regions.
The tide turned from the sixteenth century. States located on
the western edge of the Eurasian core exploited advances in
maritime technology to circumvent the continental powers.
Western Europeans had learnt from the ancient Mediterranean
world the importance of naval power and technologies. Unlike the
land-oriented states located on the eastern edge of the Eurasian
core, the Europeans took to the oceans. The Portuguese and the
Spanish sailed forth to new lands. The Dutch and the British
followed suit. They formed empires, created a maritime global
economy, and established maritime ascendancy as the basis of
global power.
Then came the United States, a wealthy continental and
maritime power, which ultimately overtook Britain as the
dominant actor on the seas. During the Cold War, this bicoastal
power blocked the Soviet Union’s ability to command the seas. The
Soviets had Vladivostok and could access the Arctic Ocean. But
they remained largely continental actors unable “to service their
empire” (p. 226). Successfully containing and defeating Moscow,
the United States emerged as the dominant global power. Wang
observes: “Britain’s imperial history would… show that a maritime
power without continental power could not last. Russia’s
experience would show that continental power without a navy
could not get very far” (p. 226). The United States was able to
develop and exploit both to dominate global affairs.
Wang uses that distant and recent past to contextualize and
review contemporary international relations. He notes Chinese
policymakers appreciate that China has to develop a credible navy
and significant merchant marine to protect its economic interests,
sustain development, and be a key global economic actor. China’s
shift to the seas, and its building of ports in the Indian Ocean and
Pakistan, however, have ruffled feathers in Washington and across
the region. Wang offers a sympathetic reading of China’s initiative,

